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Abstract

The shipping sector is today facing challenges which require a larger focus on energy efficiency and fuel consumption. In this article, a methodology for performing a feasibility analysis of the installation of a waste heat recovery (WHR) system on a vessel is described and applied to a case study vessel. The method proposes to calculate the amount of energy and exergy available for the WHR systems and to compare it with the propulsion and auxiliary power needs based on available data for ship operational profile. The expected exergy efficiency of the WHR system is used as an independent variable, thus allowing estimating the expected fuel savings when a detailed design of the WHR system is not yet available. The use of the proposed method can guide in the choice of the installation depending on the requirements of the owner in terms of payback time and capital investment. The results of the application of this method to the case study ship suggest that fuel savings of 5\% to 15\% can realistically be expected, depending on the sources of waste heat used and on the expected efficiency of the WHR system.
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Nomenclature

Acronyms
AE  Auxiliary engine
CMS  Continuous monitoring systems
EGE  Exhaust gas economiser
GB  Gearbox
HT  High temperature (cooling)
JW  Jacket water
LO  Lubricating oil
LT  Low temperature (cooling)
ME  Main engine
ORC  Organic Rankine cycle
SG  Shaft generator
SW  Sea water (cooling)
WHR  Waste heat recovery

Subscripts
0  Reference conditions
air  air
Comp  Compressor
Cool  After cooler
cyl  Cylinder
eg  Exhaust gas
in  Inlet
max  Maximum
out  Outlet
prod  Products
prop  Propeller
S  Shaft
Turbine

Variables

\( \beta \) Compression ratio

\( \Delta T_{pp} \) Pinch point temperature difference [°C]

\( \dot{m} \) Mass flow [kg/s]

\( \dot{Q} \) Heat flow [kW]

\( \eta \) Efficiency

\( \eta_{en} \) Energy efficiency

\( \eta_{ex} \) Exergy efficiency

\( \eta_{pol} \) Polytropic efficiency

\( \lambda \) Engine load

\( c \) Specific heat (for liquids) [kJ/kgK]

\( c_p \) Specific heat at constant pressure (for gases) [kJ/kgK]

\( T_c \) Cold sink temperature [°C]

EX Exergy [kJ]

\( h \) Specific enthalpy [kJ/kg]

\( m \) Mass [kg]

N Number

P Power, [kW]

\( s \) Specific entropy [kJ/kgK]

T Temperature [°C]

V Volume [m³]
1. Introduction

Shipping business has been expanding almost continuously in the last decades [1], and is today responsible for between 80% and 90% of the overall global trade [2]. When we observe that today global trade, compared to 1950, is more than 100 times larger in terms of volume and value of goods transported [3], the importance and role of shipping in today’s economy becomes apparent. However, shipping is now subject to important challenges. Bunker fuel prices are today three times higher than they were in the 80’s [4] and fuel costs are estimated to account for between 43% and 67% of total operating costs depending on vessel type [5]. Moreover, upcoming environmental regulations on sulphur oxides, nitrogen oxides and greenhouse gases will exert an additional leverage on fuel costs [6]. This phenomenon will be more pronounced in present and future emission controlled areas, i.e. USA coastal waters, the Baltic Sea, and the North Sea, where regulations will be stricter.

Various fuel saving solutions for shipping are available and currently implemented. Operational measures include improvements in voyage execution, engine monitoring, reduction of auxiliary power consumption, trim/draft optimization, weather routing, hull/propeller polishing, slow-steaming. Design measures can relate to the use of more efficient engines and propellers, improved hull design, air cavity lubrication, wind propulsion, fuel cells for auxiliary power generation, waste heat recovery, pump frequency converters, cold ironing [6]. Several scientific studies have been conducted on these technologies, and a more detailed treatise would be out of the scope of this work, which focuses particularly on the use of waste heat recovery (WHR).

Despite their high brake efficiency Diesel engines waste large amounts of heat to the environment, especially (but not only) in the exhaust gas. Several alternative ways to recover the waste energy produced by Diesel engine on board ships have been proposed and applied in the past [7]. The focus of this paper lies however in the utilisation of WHR for the supply of mechanical/electrical power to the ship. In spite of their still rather limited application in the shipping industry, WHR systems for auxiliary power generation have been widely studied in literature. When four-stroke engines are employed, the relatively high temperature in the exhaust gas (∼320°C [8]) allows the employment of a standard steam cycle. This technology was explored, among others, by Theotokatos et al., who proposed a techno-economic evaluation of the application of a single-pressure steam cycle to bulk carriers [9] and to ferries [10]. Steam-based Rankine cycles have however been proposed also for application to two-stroke engines, in spite of the lower temperature of the exhaust gas after the turbocharger (∼275°C, [8]). Ma et al. proposed and evaluated a single-pressure design, both in design conditions and at part-load [11]. A detailed thermo-economic optimization of a WHR system for a two-stroke engine powered containership based on a steam cycle was proposed by Dimopoulos et al. [12], who also investigated the application of exergy analysis as a mean to improve the understanding of the combined cycle (Diesel engine and WHR system) efficiency and the optimization procedure [13]. Grimmelius et al. proposed a modelling framework for evaluating the
waste heat recovery potential of Diesel engines and tested it to marine applications [14]. Steam based WHR systems for both four- and two-stroke engines are available commercially, among others by MAN, Wärtsilä, Mitsubishi and Alfa Laval. Most of the proposed solutions also involve the use of a turbocharger bypass in connection with a power turbine, particularly effective at high engine load [12].

Organic Rankine cycles (ORCs) are considered as an alternative solution in the case of two-stroke engines given the low exhaust temperatures. ORCs are Rankine cycles employing a working fluid different from water in order to adapt evaporation and condensation temperatures to the heat source. Larsen et al. proposed a methodology for the simultaneous optimisation of the process design layout, working fluid and process parameters depending on the temperature of the heat source [15]; Choi and Kim analysed the performance of a dual-loop WHR system for a medium-sized containership under operational conditions [16], while Yang et al. analysed the performance at part-load and transient conditions for a larger vessel [17]. A comparison of conventional steam cycles with ORCs have been proposed by Hountalas et al. [18], while Larsen et al. also included Kalina cycles in the analysis [19, 20]. These studies are of particular relevance since two-stroke engines are by far the most employed prime mover in the shipping industry in terms of installed power [21].

As seen in the previous paragraphs the exhaust gas is of major importance for the WHR potential of Diesel engines. Other sources of waste heat are also available, namely the cooling of combustion air after compression (charge air cooling, CAC), lubricating oil, and cylinder wall cooling water (jacket water, JW). The use of the exhaust gas alone is the most common configuration, and is often suggested both in scientific literature [11, 15–17] and as a "baseline" case by manufacturers. The use of charge air cooling water for working fluid pre-heating is also often suggested in literature [9, 10, 12, 14, 18]. Finally, Larsen et al. and some manufacturers propose the utilisation of heat from cylinder cooling on top of charge air and exhaust gas [15, 22].

With reference to different types of technologies, case studies, and designs, the previously mentioned works witness quite significant possibility for energy saving when WHR systems are employed, ranging from around 1% for single-pressure steam cycles applied to two-stroke engines [9] to more complex systems based on ORCs (up to 10% [18]) or including the cooling systems as a source for waste heat (over 10% [13]).

Despite the acknowledgment of the importance of ship operational profile on WHR systems performance, this aspect is seldom accounted for in the techno-economic or feasibility evaluation. Some of the authors do not include this part in their work [15, 17, 19, 20]; when a techno-economic analysis is included, expected ship performance is often calculated based on a single operating point [11]. The approximation employed by Theotokatos et al. [9], Livanos et al. [10], Choi et al. [16], and Dimopoulos et al. [12, 13], which clearly identifies two or three operational speeds, is suitable for the ships operating according to fixed schedules (ferries [10] and container ships [12, 13, 16]); however, this might not hold true for other kinds of vessels with less predictable operational profiles.
Ships such as tankers, bulk carriers and general cargo ships often operate in volatile markets [1]. Speed has a major influence on ship power demand (as a rule of thumb, propulsive power demand is a function of the third power of ship speed [23]) and is subject to large variations [24], mostly as a consequence of market evolution [1]; draft also remarkably influences ship power demand, and depending on the ship type it can vary sensibly between different voyages [1, 24]. Ambient variables, such as wave height and wind speed, are naturally stochastic and can easily double ship power demand for a given speed [25]. Auxiliary power requirement can vary substantially depending on the ship type [23] and on ship operations. Ship variable operations reflect on a wide range of engine loads, which in turn affect the WHR potential both in terms of the availability of waste heat and of recovery cycle efficiency. Steam cycles proposed by Theotokatos et al. show 75% drop in WHR power generation when decreasing engine load from 100% to 50% load [9]. Similar values are reported by other studies including off-design performance evaluations [10–12, 16].

As an initial step towards a more thorough inclusion of the complexity of ship operational profile in the design process of WHR systems, this study aims at proposing a simplified method for the evaluation of the WHR potential and of the related fuel savings for ships operating according to complex operational profiles. More specifically, this study aims at identifying whether the installation of a WHR system on board of a specific vessel could be profitable or not depending on the amount of waste heat available and on how the additional power generated by the WHR system can be used.

2. Description of the investigated case study

Operational data from a case study ship are used for demonstrating the application of the method. The selected ship is a Panamax chemical / product tanker. Figure 1 shows a conceptual representation of the ship energy generation systems, while relevant ship features are presented in Table 1. Measured data are available from a continuous monitoring system (CMS) installed by a private provider. The available data frequency is 1 point every 15 minutes of operation, derived from the averaging of an original sampling of 1 point every 15 seconds.

The ship is propelled by two MaK 8M32C four-stroke Diesel engines rated 3,840 kW each. The two main engines (ME) are connected to a common gearbox (GB). One of the GB outputs is connected to the controllable pitch propeller with the speed reduced from 600 rpm to 105 rpm. The second output connects the GB to the shaft generator (SG) which provides 60 Hz current to the ship. Auxiliary power can also be generated by two auxiliary engines (AE) rated 682 kW each. Both the SG and the AEs are connected to a common switchboard. Auxiliary heat demand is fulfilled by a combination of exhaust gas economisers (EGE) and auxiliary oil-fired boilers.

Referring to the application of WHR, the main sources of waste heat generally are: exhaust gas, charge air cooling, cylinder cooling, and lubricating oil cooling [14]. On the case study ship, the exhaust gas is released in the atmosphere through the funnel after the EGE. All other sources of waste heat are
handled by the cooling systems and released to the sea as warm water. The ship is provided with three interconnected cooling systems, namely the high temperature (HT), low temperature (LT), and sea water (SW) cooling. All the heat lost through the charge air cooling, the cylinder walls and the lubricating oil is transferred to these systems, which can therefore be considered as a "secondary" source of waste heat. A graphical representation of the energy flows in the system is provided in Figure 2, where values of temperature and mass flow are provided for all relevant flows at 85% engine load.

Only operations when the ship is sailing, both in loaded and in unloaded (ballast) conditions, are considered, therefore discarding the time spent in port and manoeuvring. The large variance in the propulsive power requirement showed in Figure 3a emphasises the need of taking the ship’s operational profile in detailed account both in the design and retrofitting process. The auxiliary power demand is more uniform and is below 500 kW for 90% of sailing time (see Figure 3b). In the remaining 10% of the time, however, demand can increase up to 1500 kW, in connection with operations of e.g. ballast pumps, cargo pumps, and auxiliary boilers.

3. Methodology

The procedure employed in this work is graphically described in Figure 4 and can be summarized as follows. First, measurements from ship operations are collected from the case study vessel. Second, said measurements are elaborated using ship technical documentation and applying physical principles to calculate the temperatures and mass flow rates of the different sources of waste heat available from the energy system and, consequently, to calculate energy and exergy flows. Third, the WHR system’s ability to convert heat to power is represented by an estimated value of its exergy efficiency, and the power generated by the WHR system is calculated. Lastly, the comparison of the available WHR power with the propulsive and auxiliary power demand allows the calculation of the yearly ship fuel consumption with and without the installation of a WHR system. Since this study does not focus on one specific WHR system, steps 3 and 4 are repeated for different values of WHR exergy efficiency, which is used here as an independent variable of the problem.

3.1. Propulsion and auxiliary power demand

Main engine power is calculated according to Equation 1.

\[
P_{ME} = \frac{P_{prop} \eta_s + P_{SG} \eta_{GB}}{\eta_{GB}} \tag{1}
\]

Where the variables \( P \) and \( \eta \) refer to power and efficiency and subscripts prop and S respectively refer to the propeller and the propeller shaft. \( P_{SG} \) and \( P_{prop} \) are available from the CMS; \( \eta_s \) is assumed equal to 0.99, as suggested by Shi et al. [26]; \( \eta_{GB} \) is assumed equal to 0.983 as reported by the shipyard where the ship was built. Since on the case study ship the SG is dimensioned
for high power demand when unloading the cargo, it often operates at low load. A polynomial regression calibrated on the curves proposed in [27] was therefore used in order to model SG efficiency as a function of load; a value of 95% is assumed for SG design efficiency as reported on technical documentation. Ships require the generation of both heat and power for auxiliary systems. Auxiliary power demand is measured by the CMS. Auxiliary heat demand was not available from direct measurements and was estimated based on technical data and on available measured values for air and sea water temperatures. Auxiliary heat is generated from waste heat in the exhaust gas by the EGE, and limits the amount of energy and exergy available for recovery.

3.2. WHR power

Waste heat on the case study vessel is available from a number of separate sources. Three alternatives are considered and compared in this study, depending on which of such sources are used for energy recovery: the exhaust gas (A), the exhaust gas and the HT cooling systems (B), and all primary waste heat sources (Exhaust gas, Charge air cooling, Jacket water cooling, Lubricating oil cooling. Case C). Alternative A represents the most standard and easy-to-retrofit solution; alternative B represents the state of the art [22, 28]; finally, alternative C represents the upper boundary, where the highest amount of exergy is available for recovery.

According to the most common arrangement for WHR systems, the recovered power is used for fulfilling auxiliary power demand [9–11]. When additional power is available, the possibility of contributing to main propulsion is often accounted for [12, 29]. The additional design/retrofitting effort for allowing this possibility lies in the installation of a shaft generator that can also operate as an electric motor. This solution is not uncommon in the shipping sector, mostly for adding both redundancy and flexibility to the propulsion system [23]. The conversion of the shaft generator to a generator/motor was therefore also explored in the current study.

3.2.1. Exergy analysis

Exergy is defined as the maximum shaft work that can be done by a system in a specified reference environment [30]. For electrical, potential, kinetic, and mechanical energy, exergy and energy flows are normally assumed to coincide; chemical exergy differs from energy only when chemical reactions are involved, which is not relevant in this work. In the case of thermal energy, instead, energy and exergy content are substantially different. For a given amount of matter, its thermal exergy content is defined as showed in Equation 2.

$$\dot{EX} = \dot{m}(h - h_0) + T_0(s - s_0)$$

EX, h, and s respectively represent specific exergy, enthalpy, and entropy. The subscript 0 refers to reference conditions, which in this work coincide with measurements of sea water temperature. Starting from the knowledge of the waste heat mass flows and temperatures and from the assumption of all gas
flows behaving as perfect gases an alternative form for the calculation of exergy flows can be derived as shown by equation 3.

$$E^X = \dot{m} c_p \left[ (T - T_0) - T_0 \left( \ln \frac{T}{T_0} \right) \right]$$ (3)

Only few variables related to waste heat availability are measured by the CMS; the equations, regressions and approximations employed for the calculation of the temperatures and the mass flow rates are provided in Tables 2 and 3; the structure of the main engine and its cooling systems is shown in Figure 2, where values for flow rates and temperatures calculated according to the method presented in Table 2 are provided for 85% load of the propulsion system. The coefficients related to the amount of energy wasted in the jacket water and lubricating oil are calibrated on engine technical data at full power and are assumed to be load independent.

The set of equations presented in Tables 2 and 3 results in ship waste exergy flows being available as $E^X(\dot{m}_{fuel}, \lambda_{ME}, T_{SW})$. An example of the resulting flows at a sea water temperature of 20 °C is shown in Figure 5. The sharp transition that can be observed at 45% load is caused by the shift from one- to two-engines operations.

Figure 6 shows an extract of 10 days from the dataset used in this work for propulsive power demand, auxiliary power demand, auxiliary heat demand, and for the available exergy from waste flows (exhaust, and whole ship systems). Figure 6 therefore provides a visualisation of the high variability in both available WHR power and ship power demand.

### 3.2.2. Exergy efficiency

The exergy related to a specific flow represents the amount of power that could be generated using the flow as the hot source of a Carnot cycle. Exergy efficiency, defined according to equations 4 and 5, can be used as a representation of the approach of a system to ideal [30]. Compared to energy efficiency, exergy efficiency does not depend on the temperature of the heat source and can be more easily used to compare WHR systems which harvest heat at different temperatures [30].

$$\eta_{ex} = \frac{E^X_{prod}}{E^X_{in}}$$ (4)

$$\eta_{ex} = \frac{\eta_{en}}{\eta_{Carnot}}$$ (5)

In this study the exergy efficiency is used as a parameter which represents the technological level of the recovery system. According to this assumption, WHR systems with low and high exergy efficiency will be respectively referred to as "low-level" and "high level". The exergy efficiency of the systems can be related to different factors: complexity of the thermodynamic cycle, quality of the individual components, size of the heat exchangers. All these factors are
supposed to contribute to the total exergy efficiency of the system in relation to their cost (i.e., any improvement that increases exergy efficiency is also expected to increase investment costs proportionally). The existence of a relationship between exergy flows and costs was first proposed by Tsatsaronis and Pisa [31] and is currently often employed under the name of exergo-economic analysis.

Reference values for the exergy efficiency of WHR systems can be derived from existing publications. Theotokatos and Livanos propose single-pressure steam cycles having design exergy efficiencies of respectively around 35% to 38% [9, 10]; values for ORCs as proposed by Larsen et al. [19] can reach exergy efficiencies of around 60%; Choi and Kim [16] compare a single-pressure steam cycle and a combination of a steam and an ORC cycle, reporting exergy efficiencies of respectively 37% and 61%. The range of exergy efficiency for the analysis was therefore set between 30% and 70% so to consider from today’s standard design practice to latest technological improvement. The efficiency of state of the art ORCs is estimated using the regressions proposed by Larsen et al. [32] (Equation 6).

\[ \eta_{reg} = a_0 + a_1 T_{in} + a_2 T_{out} + a_3 \eta_{pol} + a_4 \Delta T_{pp} + a_5 T_c \]  

where the term \( \eta_{pol} \) refers to the polytropic efficiency of the expander in the recovery cycle, \( \Delta T_{pp} \) to the minimum pinch point temperature difference and \( T_c \) to the temperature of the cold sink. Coefficients for Equation 6 can be found in [32] and vary depending on the inlet temperature of the heat source.

3.3. Performance parameters

The main performance parameter employed in this study is the reduction of fuel consumption over one year of operations of the selected case study vessel compared to the operations in absence of any WHR system installed.

The percentage of time during which the vessel equipped with a WHR system is able to generate the totality of the auxiliary power demand was also considered; this performance parameter allows to give a better estimation of the increased/reduced need for maintenance connected to the installation of a WHR system. This aspect is particularly of interest because on the selected case study the rotational speed of the engine (and, therefore, of the propeller) is fixed by the requirements of the shaft generator to operate at constant speed. When the WHR system is able to provide all the required auxiliary power and the SG can be shut off, the engine and the propeller can operate at variable speed, thus allowing more efficient operations. This condition is not rare for vessels in the size range as the ship under study, and it has been proved that substantial savings can be achieved by operating CPP propeller ships at variable propeller speed [33, 34]. Information such as average load and running time can also be interested when auxiliary engines are used for auxiliary power generation, as in this case the installation of a WHR system would reduce costs related to maintenance and spare parts.

Finally, an economic evaluation was performed. According to a survey performed by DNV among ship owners, 75% of the respondents to the survey considered 5 years to be the limit to the payback time for a retrofitting technology.
and 2 years for the remaining 25% [6]. This information can be used in order to calculate an upper boundary for the investment cost of a WHR system given the payback time and its exergy efficiency. The results of the exergy analysis are used to estimate operational savings, under the assumption that other costs and savings than those related to fuel consumption can be considered as negligible. A price of 600 USD/t for marine fuel was employed in the analysis [35]. The maximum purchase price is consequently estimated as shown in Equation 7.

\[ C_{\text{max}} = N_{\text{years}} \sum_i \dot{m}_{\text{fuel},i} \phi_i \Delta t \]  

where \( N_{\text{years}} \) represents the number of years considered in the payback time calculation, \( \dot{m}_{\text{fuel},i} \) the fuel flow and \( \phi_i \) the expected fractional savings at the instant \( i \), and \( \Delta t \) the duration of each time interval.

4. Results

Figures 7 to 11 show the results of the application of the method to the case study. All results are presented as a function of the exergy efficiency of the WHR cycle, and for the six alternative arrangements based on the waste heat sources harvested and on the final use of the WHR power as summarised in Table 4.

Figure 7a shows that between 40% to 90% of the yearly auxiliary energy demand can be expected to be generated by the WHR system. However, Figure 7a also shows that for higher WHR power the auxiliary power demand tends to get saturated. This phenomenon is clearly shown in Figure 8, where the curves related to the arrangements where WHR power is solely used for fulfilling auxiliary power demand (A1, B1, C1) tend to reach an asymptote. This phenomenon is more evident for the B and C arrangements, where more WHR power is available. When recovering on the exhaust gas alone, as also shown in Figure 7b, the power available for propulsion is very limited (less then 0.5% of total propulsion power demand at 0.5 exergy efficiency) and does not justify the installation of means for the utilisation of exceeding WHR power on the only basis of fuel consumption. If the results related to the use of all primary waste energy sources (C) represent an ideal maximum for energy recovery, it should be noted that when the HT cooling is also used as waste energy source (B) there is a substantial amount of WHR power that would be lost if no means for using WHR power for propulsion are put in place. For an exergy efficiency of 0.5, almost 2% reduction of propulsive power demand can be achieved in this case.

Figure 9 represents the expected reduction in yearly fuel consumption compared to the baseline case (no WHR installed) and confirms what presented in the previous figures. Fuel savings from 4% to 8% can be expected in realistic conditions (arrangements A and B, exergy efficiency up to 0.5), while a theoretical maximum of 16% savings for arrangement C at 0.7 exergy efficiency could be reached.

Figure 10 shows the percentage of sailing time during which the WHR system provides sufficient power for the auxiliaries. Figure 10 suggests that it is not
possible to fulfil both heat and power needs based on the exhaust gas alone unless very complex recovery systems are employed (e.g. dual-cycle ORC cycles with regeneration). A lower exergy efficiency become sufficient when more waste heat sources are recovered; when all available heat sources from the main engines are harvested a rather simple cycle of 0.4 exergy efficiency can suffice to cover the whole auxiliary power demand for more than 80% of the time spent sailing.

The economic evaluation as described in Section 3.3 is presented in Figure 11. Here, the maximum capital cost which allows a 5-years payback time is shown. The values represented in Figure 11 should be seen as a guidance for the ship owner interested in the possibility of installing a WHR system for the evaluation of solution proposed by different manufacturers as a function of past ship operations, characteristics of the installed propulsion plant and exergetic performance of the proposed WHR system.

Values for the both energy and exergy efficiencies of optimised ORC systems as suggested by Larsen et al. [32] were also shown in Figures 8, 9 and 11 and are summarised in Table 5. The efficiencies that can be reached by ORCs optimised for the specific temperature range from 53% (B case) to 65% (A case). These values represent state-of-the-art ORCs and thus give an indication of today technical limits. If WHR systems with such efficiencies were to be installed on the selected case study, yearly fuel savings of 7-14% could be achieved depending on the selected arrangement.

5. Discussion

The results of this study suggest that from an analysis of ship operational profile and of its influence on the potential benefits from the installation of a WHR system it is possible to give an early estimation of how much fuel consumption can be reduced in connection to different alternative systems. This allows to have an initial indication of what type of arrangement should be studied first depending on the type of vessel, operations, and on company investment strategies.

In the case studied during this work the results showed that between 5% and 8% fuel savings can realistically be achieved through the use of WHR systems on the selected vessel. The order of magnitude of these results is in agreement to what presented in other studies found in available literature on the subject [9, 10, 12, 18]. However, the results of the analysis vary sensibly when the operational profile is taken into account. Theotokatos and Livanos [9] propose the installation of a single-pressure system having an average exergy efficiency of 0.35 on a vessel, which is assumed to operate at 85% load for 98% of the sailing time. Analysing the case study proposed in this work under the same assumptions results in a total yearly reduction in fuel consumption of 263 t (158 kUSD) per year, compared to the 189 t (113 kUSD) per year calculated using a more complex operational profile, giving a substantial 39% difference. Hence, the approximation of constant load proves viable for ferries (as in the case investigated by Theotokatos and Livanos) but not for ships operated on a more variable schedule, such as the case analysed in this study.
The application of the feasibility analysis proposed in this study provided additional insight on the type of installation that should be planned. Two main alternatives are identified that best fit the case study. If resources for new investments are limited, a rather simple WHR system with relatively low efficiency and positioned on the exhaust funnel can be used for the generation of auxiliary power demand on board. Such solution would be relatively cheap and simple and could be performed through a modification of the already existing exhaust gas economiser. If there are possibilities for large investments the use of the HT cooling as a source of waste heat is advised, in particular if connected to the retrofitting of the shaft generator for its possible use as shaft motor. The higher expected investment cost, in this case, would be justified by larger savings. In this second case the possibility of using WHR power for propulsion is suggested, especially if a high-efficiency system is installed.

This study assumes the exergy efficiency of WHR systems to be constant with load. In this sense, the exergy efficiencies represented in Figures 9 to 11 should be seen as average efficiencies of the WHR system. This approximation is justified by noting that exergy efficiency is less load-dependent than energy efficiency; nevertheless, further work should be directed to the accounting of off-design performance.

When compared to previous work in literature, this study employs a high detail in the accounting of the operational profile and it improves the reliability of the results in terms of long-term benefits, as stressed in the previous parts of this work. However, this approach heavily relies on the availability of extensive measurements from the continuous monitoring system. Even though the method is flexible to incomplete datasets, as demonstrated in this study, it relies on inlet data quality for providing insightful analysis and conclusions. In addition, the whole basic assumption that using past ship operations provides a better estimation of future operations can also be challenged and discussed; ship operational pattern can vary substantially over time, as showed for instance by Banks et al. [24].

6. Conclusion

In this paper a method for the estimation of the potential benefits of installing waste heat recovery systems, to be used in the early stages of the retrofitting or the design of a ship, was proposed. The method includes the elaboration of on board measurements in order to calculate the available amount of waste heat, and an exergy analysis for the estimation of the actual amount of useful power that can be recovered. The use of on board measurements ensures that the effect of the operational profile of the ship on the expected benefits from the installation of a WHR system is accurately captured, an aspect that can become of primary importance in today’s volatile shipping market. The application to the case study of a chemical tanker shows that the method can provide important information to the initial phase of the decision making process, when the question lies more in deciding whether the WHR system should be installed or not rather than on which pressure it should operate at.
Using the method proposed in this paper, preliminary results related to the reduction of fuel consumption, avoided use of auxiliary generation equipment and to the capital cost range that would make the WHR installation profitable in a 2- and 5- years horizon could be obtained. In the specific case studied in the paper, fuel savings from 4% to 16% can be achieved, which results in the maximum investment cost ranging between 0.5 and 1.8 MUSD for a 5-years payback time. These results depend on the sources of waste heat employed (exhaust gas, charge air cooling, various types of cooling systems), on the type of complementary auxiliary generation system (shaft generator or auxiliary engines), and on the exergy efficiency of the recovery system. According to the analysis, two main solutions should be considered: either a simple WHR system based on the exhaust gas (low investment cost, low yearly savings) or a more complex system also recovering on the HT cooling systems and with the possibility of using excess WHR power for propulsion (higher investment cost, higher yearly savings).
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Figure 1: Conceptual representation of ship propulsion system

Figure 2: Graphical representation of main engine cooling systems and heat flows
Figure 3: Load distributions for the propulsion system and the auxiliary power demand

Figure 4: Methodology
Figure 5: Waste exergy flows versus main engines load

Figure 6: Extract of 10 days from the available dataset, showing power demand and waste exergy flows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deadweight</td>
<td>47,000</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installed power (Main Engines)</td>
<td>3,840 (x2)</td>
<td>kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installed power (Auxiliary Engines)</td>
<td>682 (x2)</td>
<td>kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft generator design power</td>
<td>3,200</td>
<td>kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust boilers design steam gen.</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>kg/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary boilers design steam gen.</td>
<td>28,000</td>
<td>kg/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Main features of the case study ship
Figure 7: Fraction of yearly energy demand generated by the WHR system.

Figure 8: Fraction of yearly total energy demand generated by the WHR system.
Figure 9: Expected reduction of yearly fuel consumption

Figure 10: Fraction of yearly time spent sailing during which the WHR system is able to provide the whole auxiliary power demand
Figure 11: Maximum capital cost for a 5-years payback time as a function of WHR system exergy efficiency
Air Temperature, before compressor \( T_{\text{air,Comp,in}} = 35^\circ C \) [27] -
Temperature, after compressor \( T_{\text{air,Comp,out}} = T_{\text{in}} \beta^{\eta_{\text{pol,comp}}} \) (8)
Mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_{\text{air}} = \frac{N_{ME} \rho_{\text{in}} \omega_{\text{ME}}}{120} V_{\text{cyl},\text{max}} N_{\text{cyl}} \) (9)

Compressor Compression ratio \( \beta_{\text{comp}} = a_{\text{Beta},0} + a_{\text{Beta},1} \lambda_{ME} \) (10)
Polytropic efficiency \( \eta_{\text{pol,comp}} = a_{\eta_{\text{eta}},0} + a_{\eta_{\text{eta}},1} \lambda_{ME} + a_{\eta_{\text{eta}},2} \lambda_{ME}^2 \) (11)

Exhaust gas Temperature, after turbine \( T_{\text{eg,Turb,out}} = a_{\text{eg},0} + a_{\text{eg},1} \lambda_{ME} + a_{\text{eg},2} \lambda_{ME}^2 \) (12)
Temperature, before EGE \( T_{\text{eg,EGE,in}} = T_{\text{eg,out}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{aux,heat}} \dot{m}_{\text{eg}} c_{\text{p,eg}} \) (13)

Temperature, after EGE \( T_{\text{eg,EGE,out}} = 150^\circ C \) -
Mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_{\text{eg}} = \dot{m}_{\text{air}} + \dot{m}_{\text{fuel}} \) (14)

Lub oil Temperature, after cooler \( T_{\text{LO,Cool,out}} = 60^\circ C \) -
Temperature, before cooler \( T_{\text{LO,Cool,in}} = T_{\text{LO,aC}} + \frac{\dot{Q}_{\text{LO}}}{c_{\text{LO}} \dot{m}_{\text{LO}}} \) (15)
Mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_{\text{LO}} = 65 \frac{m^3}{h} \) -

HT cooling Temperature, after cooler \( T_{\text{HT,Cool,in}} = T_{\text{HT,bC}} - \frac{\dot{Q}_{\text{LO}}}{c_{\text{HT}} \dot{m}_{\text{HT}}} \) (16)
Temperature, before cooler \( T_{\text{HT,Cool,out}} = 90^\circ C \) -
Mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_{\text{HT}} = 70 \frac{m^3}{h} \) -

LT cooling Temperature, after cooler \( T_{\text{LT,Cool,out}} = 34^\circ C \) -
Temperature, before cooler \( T_{\text{LT,Cool,in}} = T_{\text{LT,Cool,out}} + \frac{\dot{Q}_{\text{LT}}}{c_{\text{LT}} \dot{m}_{\text{LT}}} \) (17)
Mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_{\text{LT}} = 80 \frac{m^3}{h} \) -

Table 2: Physical equations, regressions and assumptions employed in the exergy analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Waste heat source</th>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Eq.#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Exhaust gas</td>
<td>( Q_{\text{eg}} = \dot{m}<em>{\text{eg}} c</em>{\text{p,eg}} (T_{\text{eg,Turb,out}} - T_{0}) )</td>
<td>(18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>CAC</td>
<td>( Q_{\text{CAC}} = \dot{m}<em>{\text{air}} c</em>{\text{p,air}} (T_{\text{air,Comp,out}} - T_{\text{air,CAC,out}}) )</td>
<td>(19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Jacket water cooling</td>
<td>( Q_{\text{JW}} = 0.414(Q_{\text{fuel}} - W - Q_{\text{eg}} - Q_{\text{CAC}}) )</td>
<td>(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Lubricating oil cooling</td>
<td>( Q_{\text{LO}} = 0.444(Q_{\text{fuel}} - W - Q_{\text{eg}} - Q_{\text{CAC}}) )</td>
<td>(21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>HT cooling</td>
<td>( \dot{Q}<em>{\text{HT}} = \dot{Q}</em>{\text{JW}} + 0.776\dot{Q}_{\text{CAC}} )</td>
<td>(22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>LT cooling</td>
<td>( \dot{Q}<em>{\text{LT}} = Q</em>{\text{CAC}} + \dot{Q}<em>{\text{JW}} + \dot{Q}</em>{\text{LO}} )</td>
<td>(23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Equations and assumptions employed for the calculation of waste heat flows
### Table 4: Summary of alternative arrangements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Waste heat source(s)</th>
<th>WHR power use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Exhaust Gas</td>
<td>Auxiliary power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Exhaust gas</td>
<td>Auxiliary power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Propulsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Exhaust Gas</td>
<td>Auxiliary power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HT cooling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Exhaust Gas</td>
<td>Auxiliary Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HT cooling</td>
<td>Propulsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Exhaust Gas</td>
<td>Auxiliary Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charge air cooling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lubricating Oil Cooling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Exhaust Gas</td>
<td>Auxiliary Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charge air cooling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lubricating Oil Cooling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Energy and exergy efficiencies for optimal ORC calculated according to Larsen et al. [32]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waste heat sources</th>
<th>$\eta_{en}$</th>
<th>$\eta_{ex}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust gas</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust gas + HT cooling</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All primary sources</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η_{ex}</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propulsion demand [TJ]</td>
<td>60.46</td>
<td>60.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary demand [TJ]</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>6.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main engine output [TJ]</td>
<td>68.32</td>
<td>64.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHR energy to auxiliaries [TJ]</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG energy to auxiliaries [TJ]</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHR energy to propulsion [TJ]</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total WHR energy [TJ]</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fuel consumption [t]</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete fulfillment auxiliary demand [h]</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly savings [kUSD]</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum installation cost (5-year payback) [kUSD]</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Numerical results of the feasibility analysis